Energetic Refurbishment of Historic Brick Buildings: Problems and Opportunities
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Abstract – Building standards for energy effectiveness are increasing constantly and the market follows these changes by constructing new buildings in accordance with standards and refurbishment of the existing housing stock. Comprehensive trends in European construction market show tremendous increase in building retrofit works. It can be predicted that after the end of this decade, more than half of the construction works in European cities will be taking place in existing buildings, pushing the construction of new buildings to a less important role. Such a growth in building refurbishment works is creating a demand for suitable materials, retrofitting techniques and research. The differences between refurbishment of new-build projects and historical or valuable buildings are insufficiently recognized – mostly the buildings without further cultural preservation requirements are studied. This article covers the theme of refurbishment measures in historical buildings – the specific measures like inside insulation which are allowed due to the valuable façade or other heritage preservation requirements. An overview of other innovative methods for energy saving in existing buildings and their potential is given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Buildings are the localized tool of all political, economic, social, religious and cultural human activities; they support numerous functional needs, express historic preferences, contemporary choices and future visions of the population. A city’s identity is reflected in the form of major government buildings, embassies, museums and other monumental buildings, and even housing districts. The presence or absence of these buildings, their construction or demolition, their cost and their ownership, their name and their marketing, as well as their accessibility and use - all these factors reflect local and national preferences, generate local identities, and often determine future building decisions. As political, economic, and social contexts change, the built environment keeps track of a location’s history: political collapses, wars, or forced migrations. [1]

In recent decades, the role of culture and history has often become a driving factor in the process of urban regeneration. The focus on culture and history as factors in regional transformation has been particularly extensive in response not only to competitiveness among cities but also to sustainability requirements. [2] Creative cities are currently working on how to improve the interaction between building regeneration, economic development and social renewal in order to achieve more comprehensive development of the city. [3-5]

In cities of the Baltic Sea Region (BSR) among other historical tracks the traces of the Hanseatic League clearly denominate. The “German Hanse” greatly influenced the development of BSR towns starting from the XIV century leaving its footprint of characteristic red brick buildings in the cities of most BSR countries. [6] Most remaining historic buildings today have mortar construction and authentic facades and decorative elements which are listed amongst valuable characteristic traits of the buildings and have to be preserved.

From the other side, historic buildings were built in times when energy performance standards of the buildings and the lifestyles of inhabitants were not as challenging as today. People used natural wood or coal heating systems, they were used to colder temperatures during the winter season and their understanding of comfort was different from modern understanding. This creates the need to retrofit historic buildings to suite modern standards.

From the great oil crisis in the 1960-ies, the standards for building energy performance were raised constantly and the gap between existing previously built and newly constructed buildings was increasing also (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Increasing gap between energy performance standards and existing housing stock (from presentation in Co20Bricks project forum given by prof. R. Paggue, Dresden University of Technology).](image)

Today there are around 2 billion households that meet modern comfort standards, set by economically developed countries. By 2050 1-1.5 billion more modern households will emerge in the world. It can become an impulse to greatly reconstruct or even demolish remaining historically valuable buildings or buildings that contribute to local identity. Often demolishment and rebuilding costs less than proper retrofit of the existing building and the achieved energy performance is better with less investment. However modern buildings often lack the unique appearance and identity, they resemble the
global culture and international architectural style. Retrofitted buildings also often lose their unique outer appearance because outside insulation is applied and façade materials and details are hidden by the cover of insulation layer and modern finishing. To intercept these trends and to find alternatives, the EU is currently running a few international projects. One of the projects finalizing this year granted under the “Priority1: Fostering Innovations” of the Baltic Sea Region Programme 2007 – 2013 is “CoolBricks - Climate Change, Cultural Heritage & Energy Efficient Monuments” initiated in order to find ways to reduce energy consumption in historical buildings without destroying their cultural value and identity. The project aims to find common solutions to combine the needs of climate protection with technical, administrative and historically adequate approaches to fulfill the necessary CO2 reduction aims [7].

A. Overview of Related Research

There were many attempts to find the most effective retrofit measures like EnergyPlus program tool [8], a multi-objective optimization model to assist stakeholders in the definition of intervention measures aimed at minimizing energy use in the building in a cost effective manner, while satisfying the occupant needs and requirements [9], the scalable methodology based on Bayesian calibration of calibrated normative models which can correctly evaluate energy retrofit options [10], the framework for handling the uncertainties associated with the prediction of energy savings in the retrofit analysis of a housing stock [11], and others [12-18].

There is a lack of understanding of historical building performance in industry and in policy, and a lack of connection between good research, standards, certification processes, guidance and practice. There is significant uncertainty with regard to the application of models and performance simulation software for this class of buildings. Some methods for assessing traditional buildings are inappropriate and give incorrect results, and some are misapplied and thus give false confidence in some measures. Traditional buildings often perform better in terms of heat loss through the fabric than as stated in standard models and assessment methods. This means that the likely paybacks from some retrofit measures, such as solid wall insulation, may be less than assumed. Traditional buildings require different assessment and practice with regard to the control of moisture in buildings, which is vital for fabric and human health.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

The growth in building refurbishment works is creating a demand for suitable materials, retrofitting techniques and research. The differences between refurbishment of new-build projects and historical or valuable buildings are insufficiently recognized – mostly the buildings without further cultural preservation requirements are studied.

Energy and sustainability are a hard challenge in building heritage, both the technical solutions in order to solve impact of energy conservation and aspect of conservation and maintenance of architectural heritage [19]. Energy efficiency and architectural heritage of brick buildings are two controversial topics. It is important to address these two issues so that the obtained result can meet today's requirements of energy efficiency and, at the same time, promote the preservation of historical buildings for future generations [20]. Only professionals, who are able to measure and analyze the actual heat consumption and heat transfer data, determine the moisture effects on historical brick buildings and recommend energy efficiency measures, can accomplish this. Currently developed simulation and visualization methods and measurement technologies can assist energy managers at different stages of their activity and have the potential to achieve energy savings on a large scale [10, 20, 21].

The energy consumption for heating and cooling the inside takes around 45% of the energy consumed in buildings (see Fig. 2). Other great energy losses happen in heating the water, lights and electronics, refrigeration and cooking which are not related to retrofitting directly, except the electronics where energy efficient bulbs and intelligent systems for saving electricity can be applied to cut overall energy use by 2-3%.

Fig. 2. Energy consumption in general and in buildings of European countries [22-24]

Energy efficiency can be greatly improved without touching the building construction – through optimization of the performance of the building envelope and intelligent operation and management of a HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning) system [7, 25, 26], changing the doors and windows, improving building air tightness, etc. High energy performance buildings feature airtight building envelopes with high levels of thermal resistance and have control over the flows of heat, air, and moisture into and out of the building. Historic buildings built before current building codes in most cases have high levels of air leakage and inadequate insulation. Both issues increase heating and cooling losses and demands on heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning systems and decrease occupant comfort and indoor air quality. Air leakage can account for a high percentage of heating and cooling bills in an especially leaky house, and houses built before 1980 often have little or no wall insulation. Given that walls can represent most of the building envelope area, ensuring that walls have proper levels of insulation is an essential part of any historic building energy retrofit [27]. Post-insulation of outer walls is the most challenging and most energy effective measure for historic building. The retrofit of
interior insulation is commonly implemented to improve energy performance of these buildings, while maintaining their often historic exterior appearance [28].

A. Specifics of Baltic Sea Region

BSR countries, as well as all northern and middle European countries have a decreasing population and the population is increasing only through the immigration process and only in the most economically developed countries like Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway and the Netherlands. Nevertheless, the number of building area per person is increasing with the rise of living standards. Energy price at the same time is increasing and this creates a big concern in society on energy saving measures in buildings. About 30% of net consumed energy is consumed in buildings and in BSR countries with cold and medium-cold climate 30-40% of it goes to heating (Fig. 2). [22, 23] In the houses built before 1980, energy consumption for heating is usually two and more times greater than in modern buildings built from the year 2000. Eg. in Denmark the average energy consumption for heating of modern houses (constructed after 2000) is ~100 kWh/m² per year and less and in the houses built before 1980 it is ~200 kWh/m² per year and more. [24] In less economically developed BSR countries these numbers vary even more – the difference is up to 3 times, because the old buildings are retrofitted very slowly and most of them are still waiting for energy saving measures to be applied.

III. ENERGETIC REFURBISHMENT MEASURES FOR HISTORIC BRICK BUILDINGS

In the refurbishment process of historic buildings there needs to be a compromise between payback period, comfort level, and preservation of historic authenticity of the building. Increasing energetic performance of the building usually means that some valuable details of the building are lost or replaced by imitations. Fig. 3 shows a typical example when the building was insulated from the outside to increase u-value of outer walls, and after such refurbishment lost attractiveness and historic character.

Fig. 3. Example of refurbished building when energy performance was increased to meet modern standards, but the authentic look of the building was destroyed.

The problem of outside insulation is important and topical for historic buildings with brick facades. Dominance of brick buildings characterizes most of the historic town centers in the Baltic Sea Region. There are many outside insulation construction systems with fake bricks existing in the market but none of the imitations have an appearance close enough or similar to that of authentic bricks.

Modern insulation materials would make it possible to insulate buildings from the inside without losing much space. It is enough to put 3 cm of VIP (vacuum insulation panel) or Aerogel to achieve the same u-value as with 15 cm of mineral wool or polystyrene. The construction adds 2 cm of thickness (usually 10 mm OSB are fixed from both sides of VIP or Aerogel panels) and thus it results in 5 cm along the whole perimeter of the outside walls. It is not a great loss, but the problem such materials create is moisture and condensation points. The walls of historic buildings in northern climates have to be well ventilated and warm to some degree to let the moisture evaporate from the construction and not to be trapped in the pores of the bricks or other construction material. Too much insulation from the inside will result in moisture build-up in the outside walls. Moist porous materials during freeze-thaw cycles start to disintegrate. Modern materials with super high u-value have no breathing propensity – they create a barrier for vapor and humidity. Commercial products and developed construction systems exist that solve these problems, but such systems are costly and usually lead to greater space loss than already mentioned.

During work sessions, experts from the Co2olBricks project analyzed measures available in the energetic refurbishment of historic brick buildings and worked on research of the effects of such measures. Experts concluded that there are quite a few measures as a result of which a significant change of u-values of historic brick buildings is made. Each historic building usually has its own specifics, but some general statements can be made about historical brick buildings in BSR:

- the standard BSR historic building is 3-7 stories tall;
- it usually has 45-90 cm thick solid brick wall;
- it usually has wooden ceilings and roof construction;
- the roof is usually covered with traditional tiling and has to have at least 35° incline.

BSR is a cold climate zone and the windows in historic buildings are traditionally small. Usually the largest energy losses happen in the roof and walls. Even in case the wall thickness is 80 cm and more, the biggest surface faces the outside, and thus great energy losses are found here. Fig. 4 shows the average energy losses in a typical historic brick building in BSR.

Fig. 4. Energy losses in typical historic brick building in BSR.
Co2olBricks project experts have made a list of the most effective measures in energetic refurbishment of historic brick buildings (Table 1). Even without expert conclusions, the most cost effective measures are found by the users of the buildings – simple measures of sealing the windows and doors to make the building airtight are the most popular in all colder climate countries.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Rating given by Co2olBricks project experts</th>
<th>Energy saving measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>New windows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Post insulation of sloped ceilings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Improving building air tightness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Internal post-insulation of outer walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Heat Pumps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Energy saving light bulbs, Daylight controlled lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Energy efficient secondary glazing on windows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Post insulation of cellar ceiling, cellar walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Central control of electrical components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Radiating heat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Improving heat production/boiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Wall tempering (research is in progress)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Convector heating systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Solar water heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Regulated ventilation system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. EXAMPLES OF REFURBISHED BUILDINGS FROM BSR

Co2olBricks project partners were taking part in the refurbishment process of many buildings with high historical value. The refurbishment of historic buildings and bringing them to modern energy performance standards is financed by governmental organizations or by private initiatives, but in most cases requires subsidies. In all cases EU funds and other governmental financial support programs were used, otherwise the refurbishment works had too long a pay-back period to be attractive to private investors.

One of the typical examples is the Kavalergården building refurbishment in the outskirts of Copenhagen, Denmark (Fig. 5). The building was constructed in 1877 as part of an architectural ensemble of the Bernstorff palace. Before recent reconstruction, the building had deteriorated and it was decided to renovate it and increase energy performance. Refurbishment works included change of roof tiling, roof insulation, use of modern lanterns, change of regular window glass to reflective glass, change of doors, and installation of an effective modern lighting system. According to theoretical calculations, the energy savings on heating should decrease by 22%. The measurements done after one year of functioning of the refurbished building indicated that the energy savings were only 14%. More measurements and research will be done in the future to see the causes of energy performance lower than expected, but generally the theoretical calculations give too optimistic results.

The energy consumption for space heating has varied from 109 to 211 kWh/m² over a 10 year period before the changed use of Kavalergården in 2009. The shift in level of space heating consumption in 2002 is due to installation of a new and more energy-efficient gas boiler. In 2008/2009 the energy consumption is very low due to the uninhabited period. From 2009/2010 until 2010/2011, when the energy upgrade was carried out, the space heating consumption was approximately the same as in the period 2003 to 2008 before the upgrade. From 2010/2011 to 2011/2012 the energy consumption decreases from 146 to 126 kWh/m² corresponding to a total of 35 600 kWh/year. This could indicate the effect of the energy upgrade, but this must be confirmed by measurements of energy consumption in the years to come.

![Fig. 5. Kavalergården building after refurbishment](image)

![Fig. 6. Energy consumption for space heating in Kavalergården building before and after refurbishment](image)

Another example – energetic refurbishment of multi-flat house Emehuset in Copenhagen, Denmark (Fig. 6), when the main measure taken was insulation of outer walls and roof. The exterior of this former poorhouse in solid masonry, with
two-light windows with small panes and slate roof is categorized as worthy of preservation by the municipality.

In Denmark, this type of building dates mainly from the period of 1850 to 1920 and accounts for approximately 20% of all dwellings in Denmark. The majority of the buildings have wooden joist floors, but Elmehuset has concrete decks, which makes it ahead of its time. But the red masonry, the two-light windows with small panes and the slate roof are typical of Danish building tradition of this period. The exterior of this kind of building is often considered worthy of preservation at some level, and they are generally highly valued for their contribution to the uniqueness of the local environment.

Energy analysis of the building was carried out as part of the project in order to find ways to reduce the CO₂ level whilst ensuring an indoor climate that matches the applicable guidelines and requirements in the Danish Building Regulations. An interdisciplinary working group consisting of the building owners (Municipality of Copenhagen), the authorities (Center for Building and Construction/Center for City Design), the architects (Kant architects) and the consulting engineers (Klaus Nielsen Consulting Engineers) considered which solutions to use.

In the year 2009 it was concluded that the building needs renovation, the windows and plumbing needed replacement. Facades were considered valuable features of the building and it was prohibited to make outside insulation. The outlook of the building had to be kept the same to have the same style and appearance as the surrounding buildings. The building had G class of energy performance. The combined measures of roof insulation, changing of outside doors and windows, reinstallation of electricity cables, lighting system and plumbing, change of convectors and ventilation system, and inside insulation of outside walls in stairwells were applied. After refurbishment the building was certified for C class in energy performance.

There was a discussion raised when selecting the measures to be applied in this building. Consultants made calculations of energy benefits from each measure. Architects and engineers recommended internal insulation of facades with 200 mm mineral wool, which would fulfill the requirements of the Building Regulations, and that mechanically balanced ventilation was provided.

The fears of the administrator and the consultants concerning the internal insulation centered on the following:

- By how much the additional insulation reduces the floor area?
- Does additional insulation require balanced ventilation in all rooms?
- Is additional insulation cost-effective?
- How high is the risk of mold growth at a possible dew point on the inside of the old outer wall?
- Can the vapor barrier be watertight and remain so?
- How can cold bridges in the floors, the supporting and solid transverse partition walls be reduced?

An additional 200 mm of mineral wool insulation would reduce the accommodation area on a standard floor by approx. 40 m² if the form of a secondary wall of 290 mm. This would give a remaining net floor area of (1982 m² - (3 x 40 m²)) = 1862 m², equivalent to a reduction of approx. 6%. This could have given problems for letting the premises, as it would reduce the income for a landlord, making the cost of additional insulation an expense which cannot be included in the cost-effectiveness calculations, but which could have major impact on the building owner. In this instance, a change in the thickness of the facade could prevent the reasonable and flexible interior design of several of the rooms intended for accommodation. Such a high level of insulation requires mechanically-balanced ventilation to be able to maintain air humidity at a level at which there is no risk of condensation in the structure, and the subsequent development of rot and mold growth.

The simulation of relative humidity in the wall structure was made (Fig. 7) which shows extremely high RH levels in the winter.

![Fig. 7. Proposed construction of the wall and calculated RH levels in Elmehuset building after adding 200mm internal insulation](image)

Annual energy consumption in 2009 and before:

- Heating: 294.0 MWh
- Electricity: 108,0 MWh
Total energy consumption: 402,0 MWh, corresponding to heat consumption: 107,9 kWh /m². The building’s energy consumption was classified as G2).

Annual energy consumption after refurbishment:
- Heating: 94,5 MWh
- Electricity: 87,0 MWh
Total energy consumption: 182,0 MWh, corresponding to heat consumption: 41,6 kWh /m².

Very often wall insulation is not applied in historic building energy refurbishment. Storehouse refurbishment in Hamburg (Fig. 9) to suit the needs of a museum and exhibition center provides such an example. The energy in this project is saved mainly by an innovative HVAC system. The building had masonry walls 80cm thick and more. In the basement there was enough floor space to install a modern HVAC system. Floor heating was installed in the ground floor. Modern windows with controlled air leakage allow air to come inside the building and as the air is heated it gradually rises to the roof through the central hall and comes out through the ventilation openings. There are infrared heaters on the ceilings on every floor working only when the room is in use. The cost of this reconstruction was 28 mill. €.

V. CONCLUSION

The physical performance of the outside walls of historic buildings has to be checked with suitable methods. The main principle of applying external wall insulation structures is that the wall must be airtight and the water vapor permeability of structural layers must increase gradually towards the outside surface of the wall. A water vapor barrier may be needed near the inner surface of a wall. Regarding durability aspects of the wall, driving rain water leakages into wall structures are harmful. Water may enter the wall through connections, construction faults or during unprotected construction work. If the insulation material is foam plastic or other water vapor tight material, or if the insulation material is such that it can absorb very little moisture, or if there is no ventilation gap behind the façade, water leakages are very risky. Excessive moisture levels may cause mold to develop in the wall. This may also be a risk considering indoor air quality.

When upgrading historic building with regard to energy consumption, one must accept that it will also be a building in which the technical installations play a much greater role. Additional internal insulation cannot stand alone, but can have great effect on the overall energy performance of the building. A building’s function and reliability are conditional on investing in mechanically-balanced ventilation, heat recovery systems and possibly the control of ventilation and windows to ensure an indoor climate that is acceptable in terms of moisture and comfort.

Increase of energy performance in historic buildings is limited by preservation requirements and in most cases it is impossible to achieve modern energy performance standards in historic buildings (Fig. 8). Energy performance certification for historic buildings is not mandatory at the moment, but the trend in Europe is such that it will become so in the nearest future. Currently there are proposals to include historic buildings in “Energy Performance of Buildings Directive” (EPBD) to make certification procedure for historic buildings obligatory [29]. The certification of historic buildings would give information to stakeholders and make the buildings more integrated in the market. This will lead to investigations and research of new methods for energy saving and increasing energy performance of these buildings.

Many buildings are not listed as heritage buildings, but still have an authentic look and contribute to the sense of a place’s
identity. Refurbishment works in these buildings must be done with the greatest care involving cultural heritage specialists.
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